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Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. My name is Patty Ferguson-Bohnee, and I am the Director of the Indian Legal Clinic at the Sandra Day O'Connor College of Law at Arizona State University ("Clinic"). On behalf of the Clinic, we thank you for the opportunity to present testimony on the Federal Acknowledgment Process ("FAP").

In 2007, a staff member of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs ("Committee") requested the Clinic to analyze the FAP and alternative models for federal acknowledgment. The student-attorneys in the Clinic analyzed the history of the process and legislation proposing alternative models for federal acknowledgment. The preliminary analysis was originally submitted to the Committee in April 2008 in conjunction with an Oversight Hearing on Recommendations for Improving the FAP. Student-attorneys assisting in the research and drafting of the 2008 preliminary analysis were Alejandro Acosta, Jerome Clarke, Tana Fitzpatrick, Chia Halpern, Mary Modrich-Alvarado, and M. Sebastian Zavala. The Clinic continued its research and analysis on the project and updated the preliminary analysis. The following student-attorneys assisted in preparing the attached updated analysis: Derrick Beetso, Daniel Lewis, Rebecca Ross, and Vanessa Verri.

The Clinic found that although the criteria for federal acknowledgment have not changed, the burden for the meeting the acknowledgment criteria has increased. This burden includes both the amount of evidence required to prepare a petition and the standards for interpreting the criteria. The FAP anticipated, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs' most recent Guidelines suggest, that petitioners can complete petitions without assistance from experts.\footnote{See OFA, Official Guidelines to the Federal Acknowledgment Regulations 17-24 (1997).} However, due to the shifting standards and the increased burden, petitioners need experts to help them navigate the process and prepare their petitions. While the burden has always been on the petitioner, unrecognized tribes with few or little resources have little assistance in preparing a successful petition.

Another ongoing problem is that unrecognized tribes stuck in the system still lack resources, health care and the ability to participate in federal programs, one of the purposes behind creating a process for federal acknowledgment. In thirty-one years, only forty-five petitions have been resolved through the FAP. The Department fails to issue decisions within its scheduled framework, and it is unknown how long it will take to evaluate all of the petitions that may be presented to the Department. The backlog in petitions results partly from the lack of funding to fully staff an acknowledgment office, the lack of funding and assistance for petitioners to complete the process, and the increased evidentiary burdens on the process. There exist few resources to assist a petitioner in preparing a petition so that even if the Office of Federal Acknowledgment ("OFA") follows its framework, the quality of the petition and the future of the tribe could be impacted not by its lack of meeting the requirements, but by its inability to produce the required documentation and analysis. This lack of funding to petitioners also impacts the efficiency of the review process by OFA because of the additional time...
needed to review information that is not compiled, organized, and analyzed in a professional manner.

The current process is adjudication without the benefit of discovery or the questioning of experts relied on by the OFA to issue its decisions. Proposed Findings and Final Determinations issued by the OFA are legal decisions relying on legal standards, and the agency is given great deference in interpreting and applying the regulations to each petitioner. The reconsideration process does not provide for review based on the misapplication of the facts to the law/criteria or the misapplication of the standard of review. No tribe receiving a negative final determination has successfully reversed a decision through the reconsideration process.

A reasonable solution for the process must be undertaken to ensure that petitions are processed more timely. Congress has options—(1) encourage the Assistant Secretary to create additional guidance addressing certain key issues; (2) pass legislation directing OFA as to its responsibilities, including definitions of the petitioner's burden, the evaluative standards, and provide funding for petitioners; (3) create a commission to either replace or assist the OFA in the evaluation process; (4) allow Administrative Law Judges to review and render acknowledgment decisions; (5) implement sunset provisions at various stages of the process to ensure that timeframes are respected; or (6) take no action and allow OFA to continue administering the FAP according to its existing procedures. Numbers 3-5 require substantial funding allocations.

To improve productivity under the current process, researchers should be assigned to regions so that they can obtain familiarity and expertise to improve the efficiency of the process. More transparency and access to information without going through FOIA is also needed. Petitioners and third parties should be able to obtain copies of the FAIR database in a timely manner without submitting FOIA requests. Once documents are uploaded onto the FAIR database, the public information should be separated, and copies of the CD-ROMs should be available at minimal cost. In one instance, a request for the FAIR database by a researcher was denied, though the Department provided an opportunity for the researcher to purchase the documents at a cost of approximately $5,000, not to mention the time required by OFA if the researcher pursued the request.

There are some unrecognized tribes that cannot participate in the FAP and others that may have circumstances preventing them from ever meeting the FAP criteria. While Congress cannot spend all of its time evaluating whether a tribe should be extended federal recognition, Congress has the power to extend recognition to Indian tribes and should step in and evaluate petitioners who cannot petition through the FAP.

Thank you for allowing the Clinic to review and provide comments on the Federal Acknowledgment Process. I am happy to answer any questions that the Committee may have.
I. BACKGROUND

The Federal Acknowledgment Process provides one avenue for an unrecognized tribe to obtain federal status as a tribe eligible to receive services from the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA"). Other avenues include federal court recognition and congressional legislation. In the 1970s, the Department of Interior ("DOI" or "Department") identified that there were an increased number of tribes seeking to clarify their federal status and that it needed to implement a process to address these requests; this resulted in the creation of what is now referred to as the Federal Acknowledgment Process ("FAP"). Since its inception in 1978, only forty-five tribes have completed the FAP.

This analysis includes an overview of the American Indian Policy Review Commission's examination of unrecognized tribes and the development of the FAP. The analysis then focuses on four issues hindering the process: increased burdens, timeliness, lack of resources, and lack of transparency. The analysis also includes a review of legislative proposals addressing these four issues with the FAP. The final section of the analysis includes recommendations for the recognition process.

---

2 The Federal Acknowledgment Process refers to the administrative process by which unrecognized tribes seek recognition from the Department of the Interior under 25 C.F.R. pt. 83. Tribes receiving a positive final determination are placed on the list of tribes eligible to receive services from the BIA. This list should be published annually. Federally Recognized Indian Tribe List Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-454 §§ 103-104, 108 Stat. 4791 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 479a to 479a-1 (2008)).


A. The American Indian Policy Review Commission

In 1975, Congress established the American Indian Policy Review Commission ("AIPRC") during the era of Indian Self-Determination, which followed the era of Termination.5 This was a time of Indian activism, with confrontations between American Indians and federal authorities at Wounded Knee, in Washington D.C. and in Washington State.6 Although it was the era of Indian Self-Determination, corporations, uranium producers, coal companies, ranchers, oil and gas developers, and private developers lobbied Congress for control over Indian land and resources.7 In 1974, when introducing the joint resolution in the House of Representatives that authorized the creation of the AIPRC, Representative Meeds stated that there was only "one Indian problem which is composed of lesser, specific problems which are interrelated, and which impact upon one another." He believed that past legislation was "piece-meal" and future legislation needed to be comprehensive.9 Congress agreed and found the need to conduct a comprehensive review of Indian affairs similar to the Meriam Report conducted in 1928.

Congress charged the AIPRC with conducting this comprehensive review of the federal-tribal relationship "in order to determine the nature and scope of necessary revisions in the formulation of policies and programs for the benefit of Indians."10 Included in the AIPRC’s charge was the duty to examine "the statutes and procedures for granting federal recognition and extending services to Indian communities and individuals."11

The AIPRC was comprised of six members of Congress, three from the House of Representatives and three from the Senate, and five Native American leaders.12 The House and Senate members of the AIPRC, through a majority vote, selected the Native American members of the AIPRC.13 The AIPRC congressional members identified over 200 individuals who could be effective in lobbying Congress and had experience in

---

7 Id. at 10.
8 Id. at 8.
9 Id.
13 Id. at 4-5; Pub. L. No. 93-580.
Washington D.C. politics.\textsuperscript{14} The AIPRC included one member from an urban area, one member from an unrecognized tribe, and three from federally recognized tribes.\textsuperscript{15} The congressional members selected Ada Deer, John Borbridge, Louis Bruce, Adolph Dial, and Jake White Crow as the Native American commissioners.\textsuperscript{16}

Two members of the AIPRC were personally involved in recognition efforts for their respective tribes. Ada Deer successfully lobbied to restore the Menominee Tribe's federal status.\textsuperscript{17} Adolph Dial, a Lumbee, was considered, among the commission's members, the voice most representative of unrecognized tribes. He had a reputation for vigorously advocating in favor of federal recognition and federal support, both for his tribe and in general.\textsuperscript{18}

The AIPRC established eleven task forces to study major issues affecting tribes.\textsuperscript{19} Each task force was composed of three members, two of whom had to be Native American.\textsuperscript{20} The three task force members established the task force's basic plan. Each task force held hearings across the nation and had one year to investigate issues to include in a report.\textsuperscript{21}

One issue tackled by the AIPRC was the need for federal recognition of all unrecognized tribes. Prior to the 1970s, federal statutes authorizing services for Native American communities and reservations refer to "Indians," rather than "tribes" to establish eligibility for federal services.\textsuperscript{22} These statutes were broad and did not place limits on which "Indians" were eligible for services.\textsuperscript{23} In the 1970s, many statutes began requiring tribes to be recognized by the federal government before tribes and their members could receive services and participate in Indian programs.\textsuperscript{24} During this time, the Department received an increased number of requests to recognize tribes.\textsuperscript{25} Issues related to federal

\textsuperscript{14} UCLA, NEW DIRECTIONS IN FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY at 12-13; Pub. L. No. 93-580.

Tribes received a memorandum requesting their input on the nomination process. Controversy surrounded the selection of the five Native Americans who were to serve on the AIPRC. \textsuperscript{15} Id. at 12. Some Native Americans complained that the congressional appointments were not made with enough Native American input. \textsuperscript{16} Id. at 21.

\textsuperscript{17} Id.

\textsuperscript{18} Id.

\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 14. The authorizing legislation created nine of the eleven task forces. \textsuperscript{20} Pub. L. No. 93-580, § 4, 88 Stat. 1910-1912.

\textsuperscript{21} Id.

\textsuperscript{22} UCLA, NEW DIRECTIONS IN FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY at 13.

\textsuperscript{23} Id.

\textsuperscript{24} Id. at 154.

recognition of tribes were included in Task Force Nine's Final Report, Task Force Ten's Final Report, and the AIPRC Final Report.

1. Task Force Ten Report

Task Force Ten was charged with the responsibility of addressing the issues affecting terminated and unrecognized tribes.26 Chairman JoJo Hunt (Lumbee) and members John Stevens (Passamaquoddy) and Robert Bojorcas (Klamath) of Task Force Ten were all members of unrecognized or terminated tribes.27 The task force identified its study as informational and noted that the study should be considered the beginning of an effort by Congress, the Executive Branch, and the American public to correct past mistakes endured by unrecognized and terminated Indians.28 Task Force Ten conducted case studies of Oregon tribes, New England tribes, North Carolina tribes, Washington tribes, the Pascua Yaqui in Arizona, and the Tunica-Biloxi-Ofo-Avoyel community in Louisiana.29 It obtained research information through questionnaires distributed to Indian groups and tribes, as well as through hearings, interviews, and site visits.30

The task force stated that the concern over appropriations by both Congress and the Executive Branch had determined Indian affairs, and as a result, federal services, programs, and benefits were often denied to terminated and unrecognized Indians.31 It recommended that Congress direct all federal departments and agencies to serve all Indians, regardless of their status.32 Acknowledging that increased funding would be required to provide services to newly-recognized and restored tribes, Task Force Ten suggested that Congress appropriate enough money for the departments and agencies to provide services to all Indians.33 The task force also proposed that Congress establish a fund for terminated and unrecognized tribes to obtain their choice of counsel in order to address any problems affecting them.34

2. Task Force Nine Report

Task Force Nine researched and made recommendations in the areas of revision, consolidation, and codification of laws.35 It set out to provide recommendations for

---

27 Id. at 17.
29 Id. at 17-209.
30 Id. at 1716-1722.
31 Id. at 1696.
32 Id. at 1701.
33 Id.
34 Id. at 1702.
35 Peter S. Taylor, Yvonne Knight and F. Browning Pipestem served as members of Task Force Nine. 1 AIPRC, FINAL REPORT TASK FORCE NO. 9 LAW CONSOLIDATION, REVISION, AND CODIFICATION (1976).
Congress to establish a special body to codify its recommendations, which would be headed and staffed by Indian attorneys.\textsuperscript{36}

The Task Force Nine Report proposed that Congress devise statutory standards governing federal recognition.\textsuperscript{37} The task force requested that Congress develop criteria for federal recognition of Indian groups that had been previously denied recognition.\textsuperscript{38} The report suggested that Congress explain that there are a number of Indian groups who have been denied federal recognition because they lack treaties or other contact with federal authorities.\textsuperscript{39} Some of these groups benefited from congressional funding in the areas of educational grants and manpower training programs even though they were not considered federally-recognized tribes.\textsuperscript{40}

Task Force Nine proposed that Congress should acknowledge that its refusal to recognize tribes is based on a lack of resources and appropriations for tribes previously recognized, as well as a lack of clear legislative guidelines for federal recognition. It suggested that Congress emphasize its commitment to provide a means for federal recognition along with adequate funds for the newly recognized tribes, while not reducing funding for tribes previously recognized.\textsuperscript{41}

Task Force Nine urged Congress to adopt "Congressional Findings and Declaration of Policy," which included certain findings regarding the clarification of federal, tribal, and state relations.\textsuperscript{42} It recommended that Congress restate its plenary power over tribes, including its authority to withdraw federal recognition of tribes.\textsuperscript{43} The task force also addressed the need for Congress to restore terminated tribes to federally-recognized status and to clarify that the termination policy was "an ill conceived policy."\textsuperscript{44}

3. AIPRC Final Report

The AIPRC issued its final report to Congress in 1977.\textsuperscript{45} Anti-Indian sentiment was on the rise during this time period. Although Representative Meeds was the primary sponsor of the AIPRC legislation in the House, he wrote the dissent in the AIPRC Final Report.\textsuperscript{46}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{36} Id. at pt. IV. \\
\textsuperscript{37} Id. at 100. \\
\textsuperscript{38} Id. at 46. \\
\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 30. \\
\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 44. \\
\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 30, 46. \\
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 27. \\
\textsuperscript{43} Id. at 28. \\
\textsuperscript{44} Id. at 27, 29. \\
\textsuperscript{45} The AIPRC Final Report was to be issued in 1976, a congressional election year. The report was issued later because there was a split in the AIPRC between those who continued to support Indian self-determination and those who opposed increases in BIA funding and other improvements to Indian programs. UCLA, NEW DIRECTIONS IN FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY at 15-17.
\end{flushright}
The AIPRC Final Report included a chapter on unrecognized and terminated tribes. The AIPRC found that many tribes were terminated or not recognized because of past federal policies. At the time of the report, the AIPRC identified that 130 tribes had not been recognized because of bureaucratic oversight. The final report explained that all tribes should benefit from a relationship with the United States and that a tribe's lack of status was not based on equity or justice.

The AIPRC proposed recommendations to resolve the status of unrecognized tribes. First, it suggested that Congress clarify its intent by adopting a concurrent resolution that provided a policy to recognize all tribes as eligible for benefits and protections. Second, the AIPRC recommended that Congress adopt the following seven criteria for determining recognition:

a) Evidence of historic continuance as an Indian tribal group from the time of European contact or from a time predating European contact.

b) The Indian group has had treaty relations with the United States, individual states, or preexisting colonial/territorial government. "Treaty relations" include any formal relationship based on a government's acknowledgment of the group's separate or distinct status.

c) The group has been denominated as an Indian tribe or designated as "Indian" by an Act of Congress or executive order of state governments identifying the governmental structure, jurisdiction, or property of the group in a special relationship to the state government.

d) The Indian group has held collective rights in tribal lands or funds, whether or not it was expressly designated a tribe.

e) The group has been treated as Indian by other Indian tribes or groups. This can be proved by relationships established for crafts, sports, political affairs, social affairs, economic relations, or any intertribal activity.

f) The group has exercised political authority over its members through a tribal council or other such governmental structures which the group has defined as its form of government.

---

47 Id., ch. 11.
48 Id. at 8.
49 Id. at 8.
50 Id. at 8, 37, 480.
51 Id. at 37.
g) The group has been officially designated as an Indian tribe, group, or community by the federal government or by a state government, county government, township, or local municipality.52

Under the AIPRC's proposed process, the federal government had the burden of proving that the Indian group did not meet any one of the seven criteria.53

To evaluate the petitions, the AIPRC recommended that Congress develop an office independent from the BIA to assess petitions.54 The office would contact all known unrecognized tribes, provide technical and legal assistance and review the petitions.55 The office would decide if the group was eligible as a tribe for federal services and programs.56 The determination would "be decided on the definitional factors . . . intended to identify any group which has its roots in the general historical circumstances all aboriginal peoples on this continent have shared."57 Within one year from the date of the tribe's petition, the office would hold hearings and investigations and issue a decision. The office would be required to provide a written explanation of a tribe's failure to establish any one of the seven factors.58 This decision could be appealed to a three-judge federal district court. Under this process, if a tribe's status was positively determined, the government was required to immediately provide benefits and services to the tribe, and Congress was mandated to provide the relevant agencies additional appropriations.59

The AIPRC attempted to formulate a process by which all unrecognized tribes could obtain recognition with little expense and burden. Congress did not adopt the AIPRC's recommended procedures for federal recognition. Approximately fifteen months after the AIPRC Final Report was issued, the Department finalized procedures for establishing that a group exists as an Indian tribe.

B. THE FEDERAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT PROCESS

1. Initial Regulations

During the mid to late 1970s, there was increased judicial pressure highlighting the need for the DOI to reexamine the role of the federal government in protecting "Indian

52 Id. at 482.
53 Id. at 39, 482-483. The criteria were similar to that "developed and applied" by federal officials after enactment of the Indian Reorganization Act. See id. at 477; COHEN'S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW at 155.
54 1 AIPRC, FINAL REPORT at 38, 481-482.
55 Id. at 38.
56 Id. at 38.
57 Id. at 38.
58 Id. at 38, 480-483.
59 Id. at 40.
Tribes. This pressure came in the form of federal circuit courts recognizing that descendants of tribes possessed inherent and delegated rights. DOI's position was that "a tribe is not a collection of persons of Indian ancestry, unless their ancestors are part of a continuously existing political entity," separating racial groups from political entities. Prior to the development of agency regulations, the DOI evaluated requests on an ad hoc basis. The DOI began receiving an increased number of requests to recognize tribes; the Department lacked an adequate system to evaluate petitions. Consequently, the Department set out to promulgate rules with the essential requirement: "the group has existed continuously as a community with retained powers."

On August 24, 1978, after an extensive notice and comment period, the Department promulgated "Procedures for Establishing that an American Indian group exists as an Indian tribe" requiring a petitioner to meet the following seven mandatory criteria in order to obtain acknowledgment:

a) Historical Continuity: A statement of facts establishing that the petitioner has been identified from historical times until the present times, on a substantially continuous basis;

b) Social Community: Evidence that a substantial number of petitioning group members live in an area/community that is viewed as Indian or distinct from other populations in the area and members of the petitioning group descend from an Indian tribe "which historically inhabited a specific area;"

c) Political Community: A statement of facts establishing that the petitioner has maintained tribal political influence over its members as an autonomous entity throughout history until the present;

d) Government Structure: A copy of the group's present governing document, or statement describing the membership criteria, and also the groups governing procedures;

60 Barbara Coen, Tribal Status Decision Making: A Federal Perspective on Acknowledgement, 37 NEW ENGLAND L. REV. 491, 492-493 (2003) (citing United States v. Washington, 385 F. Supp. 312, 379 (W.D. Wash. 1974), aff'd, 520 F.2d 676 (9th Cir. 1975), cert denied, 423 U.S. 1086 (1976) (holding an unrecognized Indian group was entitled to usufructory rights because they were successors to a treaty tribe); Joint Tribal Council of Passamaquoddy v. Morton, 528 F.2d 370 (1st Cir. 1975) (holding the Indian Trade and Intercourse Act applied to all tribes regardless of federal recognition)).

61 Id.

62 Coen at 497.


64 Coen at 496.

e) Membership List: A list of all known current members of the group and previous membership lists based on the tribe's own defined criteria;

f) The membership of the petitioning group is composed principally of persons who are not members of any other North American Indian tribe; and

g) The petitioner is not, nor is its members, the subject of congressional legislation which has expressly terminated or forbidden the federal relationship.

The regulatory framework's purpose was to provide an "equitable solution to a longstanding and very difficult problem."66 Barbara Coen, an Attorney-Advisor at the Department identified that "[t]he primary impetus for formalizing the decision-making process concerning tribal status was the increase in the number of petitions from groups throughout the United States requesting that the Secretary of the Interior officially acknowledge them as Indian tribes."67

2. 1994 Regulations

In 1994, sixteen years after the enactment of the initial FAP regulations, the Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs ("AS-IA") took final action on a rule revising the procedures for establishing that an American Indian group exists as an Indian tribe ("1994 Regulations").68 The 1994 Regulations sought to clarify the FAP requirements and define clearer standards of evidence.69 One of the significant changes to the FAP made by the 1994 Regulations was a reduced burden of proof for petitioners demonstrating previous federal acknowledgment.70

Procedural improvements in the 1994 Regulations included an independent review of decisions, revised timeframes for actions, definition of access to records, and an opportunity for a formal hearing on proposed findings.71 With the revisions, the Department attempted to improve the quality of materials submitted by petitioners, as well as to reduce the work required to develop petitions. The objective was to provide a more efficient and effective process of evaluation.72

3. 2008 Guidance on Internal Procedures

66 Id.
67 Coen at 492.
69 Id.
70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.

Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=1846965
The AS-IA has the authority to issue guidance and direction to the Office of Federal Acknowledgment ("OFA") professional staff to improve internal procedures in a way that addresses the transparency, timeliness, lack of adequate funding, and burden on the petitioner problems that are systemic in the OFA process. Such guidance and direction allows the AS-IA to improve the process by utilizing the existing statutory and regulatory framework.

In May 2008, AS-IA Carl Artman published "Office of Federal Acknowledgment: Guidance and Direction Regarding Internal Procedures,"73 ("Guidance") to "assist in making the Office of Federal Acknowledgment process more streamlined and efficient, and improve the timeliness and transparency of the process." The Guidance is limited in its function; it clarifies internal procedures and interprets existing regulations but does not (and cannot) create new regulations for the OFA to follow. Given its limited function, the Guidance aims to improve the OFA process by utilizing the existing framework.

The Guidance provides that reference to "first sustained contact" in the OFA regulations under 25 C.F.R. Part 83 ("Regulations") can be interpreted to mean contact on or after March 4, 1789, the date the United States Constitution was ratified.74 The Guidance recognized that the purpose of a historical accounting of the tribe's self-governance is to demonstrate that such tribe is "entitled to a government-to-government relationship with the United States."75 For this reason, the Guidance eases petitioners' burden of persuasion by providing that a reasonable interpretation of the regulations requires that petitioners demonstrate "continuous tribal existence only since the formation of the United States."76 This is a positive change that reduces the burden on petitioners as to the amount of research that needs to be conducting to meet the criteria.

Acknowledging the backlog of pending petitions waiting OFA review, the Guidance attempts to clear the backlog in three ways. First, the OFA may suspend petitions of tribes if a political controversy arises between different factions of the same petitioning tribe. The petition will remain suspended until the controversy is resolved or one faction demonstrates actual political control.77 Second, the Guidance expands the ability of the OFA to expedite denials, clarifying when this process is triggered before a petition is on the "Ready, Waiting for Active Consideration" list ("Ready List"),78 and allowing an expedited denial after placement on the Ready List for failure to meet any of the evidentiary criteria outlined in 25 C.F.R. § 83.7.79 Third, the OFA may move petitions to the top of the Ready List if, after a preliminary review, the petition meets the criteria set

---

74 Id. at pt. V.
75 Id.
76 Id.
77 Id. at pts. I, II.
78 Id. at pt. VI.
79 Id. at pt. VII.
forth in 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(e)-(g), and the petitioning group can demonstrate either residence on an "Indian reservation continuously for the past 100 years," or that its members "voted in a special election called by the Secretary of the Interior under section 18 of the Indian Reorganization Act between 1934 and 1936, provided that the voting Indian group did not organize under the IRA."  

It is unclear whether petitions qualifying for priority placement at the top of the Ready List would be evaluated before petitions already pending on that list. If that is the case, then these petitioners jump ahead of petitioners who have already completed their petition submission and are waiting for the OFA's review. As of September 22, 2008, there were nine petitioners on the Ready List, four of whom have been on the list for over ten years, and four others who have been on the list for over six years.

The Guidance takes some, but ultimately insufficient, steps toward transparency in the OFA process. The Guidance requires the OFA to set forth the "evidence, reasoning, and analyses that form the basis" for its expedited proposed finding against acknowledgment when a petition fails on at least one of the seven criteria. This detail potentially assists a petitioner who seeks to reverse the finding after accumulating more persuasive evidence. The standards used by the OFA are not adequately identifiable or defined, leaving petitioners at a significant disadvantage in the acknowledgment process.

Despite the 2008 Guidance, the OFA must take additional steps to shed light on the acknowledgment process and the standards it uses to make acknowledgment determinations. Significant problems related to the burden on the petitioners, timeliness, funding, and transparency continue to undermine the acknowledgment process.

II. THE CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS

A. ISSUE ONE: INCREASED BURDEN ON PETITIONERS

Since their inception, in 1978, the administrative criteria have not changed, but the burden on petitioners to establish the criteria has increased. While the petitioners' burden of proof, "reasonable likelihood," is a low evidentiary burden, the evidence necessary to

---

80 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(e) requires that members of the petitioning group "descend from a historical Indian tribe." Section 83.7(f) requires that members be composed principally of persons who are not members of any acknowledged North American Indian tribe." Section 83.7(g) mandates that the petitioning group is not the subject of congressional legislation that has expressly terminated or forbidden the federal relationship."


meet the criteria has increased—requiring petitioners to exceed the "reasonable likelihood" standard provided in the FAP.

To meet this increased burden of proof, petitioning groups must provide more documentation and analysis than required in the initial regulations. Former AS-IA Kevin Gover testified that the OFA seeks historical truths when evaluating petitions, a more intense standard than what is called for in the FAP.84

The FAP provides that

A criterion shall be considered met if the available evidence establishes a reasonable likelihood of the validity of the facts relating to that criterion. Conclusive proof of the facts relating to a criterion shall not be required in order for the criterion to be considered met.85

"Reasonable likelihood" is the burden of proof used to evaluate a petition for federal acknowledgment. In general, several standards of proof exist for different types of legal issues. "Beyond a reasonable doubt" is probably the most familiar. This standard is commonly used in criminal trials. "Beyond a reasonable doubt" is the most difficult evidentiary standard to prove because criminal defendants require stronger protections due to the personal liberties at stake.86 If we imagine no reasonable doubt exists that point X is true, we begin to understand the difficulty of proving "beyond a reasonable doubt." For instance, we might say you must be 90-95% convinced by the evidence. Compare that level to another commonly used standard, "clear and convincing evidence."

Clear and convincing evidence is "the degree of proof that produces . . . a firm belief or conviction as to the truth of the allegations."87 So now, a person can firmly believe something, but yet there still may be some reasonable doubts floating around in their minds. Clear and convincing evidence is required to terminate parental rights.88 This degree of proof is not quite as strong as "beyond a reasonable doubt" because in these instances, while both highly important, the child's well-being is more of a concern than the loss of parental rights by the parent.89 Our society in general, seeks to protect

85 Procedures for Establishing that an American Indian Group Exists as an Indian Tribe, 25 C.F.R. § 83.6 (d).
88 Smith, 160 S.W.3d at 678.
89 Id.
children through legislation from any potential harm. We might say, for comparison, that one must be 75% convinced by the evidence under this standard.

The next degree of proof commonly used is "a preponderance of the evidence." This standard, used in most civil cases, is a lower degree of proof than "clear and convincing." This standard only requires the "greater weight of the evidence." In comparison to the other standards, we can say one must be 51% convinced that the point is true.

In order to develop a workable understanding of the standard used in the federal recognition process, we must establish what relationship "reasonable likelihood" has to "beyond a reasonable doubt," "clear and convincing evidence" and "preponderance of the evidence."

The "reasonable likelihood" standard was in common usage when the Supreme Court decided Boyde v. California. The Supreme Court stated that "reasonable likelihood" does not rise to the level of "more likely than not." "More likely than not" is nearly the same as the 51% degree of belief needed under the "preponderance of the evidence" standard. Thus, "reasonable likelihood" must be something less than 51% in our comparison. As former Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs Kevin Gover stated, this burden of proof is quite low.

A literal interpretation of 25 C.F.R. § 83.6(d) establishes, first, that the OFA, the decision makers, only look to the available evidence. Available evidence is the material provided by the petitioners to the OFA for review and any additional evidence obtained or submitted to the OFA. Next it establishes that this available evidence, when carefully examined, creates a reasonable likelihood that the facts, relating to the criterion, are valid. The Regulations add, "[c]onclusive proof of the facts relating to a criterion shall not be required in order for the criterion to be considered met." In other words, the Regulations do not require conclusiveness, or certainty, of the facts relating to the criterion considered, only a reasonable likelihood as to their validity. So what then, is "reasonable likelihood?"

The term "reasonable likelihood" is sometimes used to describe the burden of proof for eventually succeeding on the merits of a claim before a preliminary injunction is granted. In Mazurek v. Armstrong, the Supreme Court said "[i]t is frequently observed that a
preliminary injunction is an extraordinary and drastic remedy, one that should not be granted unless the movant, by a clear showing, carries the burden of persuasion." 97 Likewise, federal recognition of Indian tribes is an extraordinary and drastic alteration of the political status of tribal governments. The Regulations outline seven criteria which must be met. If all seven criteria are met, the tribe has proven, by a clear showing, they should be recognized; much like a clear showing must be proven before preliminary injunctions are granted. We must then turn to the "burden of persuasion" referred to in Mazurek.

In the preliminary injunction context, reasonably likelihood of success is a low threshold." 98 In Ashcroft v. ACLU, the Supreme Court said, "[i]n deciding whether to grant a preliminary injunction, a district court must consider whether the plaintiffs have demonstrated that they are likely to prevail on the merits." 99 Thus, if we examine how the Supreme Court determines likelihood to prevail on the merits, we might gain a better understanding of how to interpret the reasonable likelihood standard found in the Regulations.

Ashcroft considered whether a district court's grant of a preliminary injunction was correct. That case involved whether the Child Online Protection Act ("COPA") violated the First Amendment. The Supreme Court affirmed the district court's decision.

As the government bears the burden of proof on the ultimate question of COPA's constitutionality, respondents must be deemed likely to prevail unless the Government has shown that respondents' proposed less restrictive alternatives are less effective than COPA. Applying that analysis, the District Court concluded that respondents were likely to prevail. That conclusion was not an abuse of discretion, because on this record there are a number of plausible, less restrictive alternatives to the statute. 100

Essentially, the court gives a hypothetical predetermination of their outcome, and this is sufficient to meet the burden of persuasion.

Reviewing the roots of the "reasonable likelihood" standard in Boyde v. California, we see that the standard is akin to the reasonable person standard, yet cast with a broader net. For example, the Supreme Court in Boyde stated:

[i]his "reasonable likelihood" standard . . . better accommodates the concerns of finality and accuracy than does a standard which makes the
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inquiry dependent on how a single hypothetical "reasonable" juror could or might have interpreted the instruction.\(^{101}\)

The issue in *Boyde* was "whether there [was] a reasonable likelihood that the jury . . . applied the challenged instruction in a way that prevents the consideration of constitutionally relevant evidence."\(^{102}\) The Supreme Court stated in earlier decisions, the inquiry focused on "what a reasonable juror could have understood the charge to be."\(^{103}\) The court was unsatisfied with this earlier standard and developed a reasonableness standard that looked at the totality of the situation and not at a hypothetical reasonable juror's perspective.

If this macro interpretation of the reasonableness standard is what we are left with, it presents us with a broad understanding of the burden of persuasion. In tort law, the reasonableness standard asks what a similar person, in like circumstances, would have done. If we apply this wording to the Regulations' definition of the burden of proof, the Regulations essentially ask whether the available evidence could reasonably be interpreted to validate the necessary facts to meet the criterion.

For example, the first criterion which must be demonstrated is whether the "petitioner has been identified as an American Indian entity on a substantially continuous basis since 1900."\(^{104}\) There are two elements which must be met: 1) the petitioner must be identified as an American Indian entity; and 2) the petitioner must have been identified as such, continuously, since 1900. The Regulations provide examples of documents which may be used to assist in proving the two elements of this criterion. If the available evidence could reasonably be seen to support both elements of this criterion, the criterion should be considered met, according to the Regulations. While this might seem like a low burden, this is balanced with the overall requirement that all seven criteria must be met in a similar manner. Ultimately, this interpretation of the burden places a great deal of responsibility in the hands of the OFA. While the burden of "reasonable likelihood" seems low and relatively easy to maintain a consistent standard of review, the reality is that consistency in its interpretation by the OFA does not exist.

1. Inconsistent Application of the Standard

This inconsistency in the application of the standard is demonstrated by the increase in time and resources to document and review petitions. Even though the AIPRC proposed regulations, the initial regulations, and the current regulations anticipate that a Proposed Finding should be issued one year after a petition is placed on active status,\(^{105}\) adherence
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to this timeframe does not occur. DOI took less time to evaluate petitions earlier in the process. Tribes whose petitions were analyzed earlier in the process produced less documents, and it took fewer pages, i.e., less time, to evaluate petitions. This shift is demonstrated by comparing the evidentiary requirements and analysis of petitioners throughout the years.\textsuperscript{106}

The Tunica-Biloxi Indian Tribe's experience, for example, differs from those of petitioners currently in the process. The Tunica-Biloxi first requested governmental assistance in protecting its rights, essentially the need for a trust relationship, in 1826.\textsuperscript{107} The tribe filed a petition for acknowledgment in 1978, and its petition was placed on active status in February 1979.\textsuperscript{108} In 1980, the Department issued a positive proposed finding and a technical report totaling seventy-eight pages.\textsuperscript{109} The technical reports included a history report, an anthropological report, a demographic report, and a genealogical report.\textsuperscript{110}

The Tunica-Biloxi tribe was one of the first petitioners to go through the process after the BIA promulgated the acknowledgment regulations in 1978. The BIA recognized the Tunica-Biloxi through the FAP in July 1981.\textsuperscript{111} It took the BIA three years to resolve the Tunica-Biloxi Indian Tribe's petition for federal acknowledgment. There were only four comments submitted, all in support of Tunica-Biloxi's recognition.\textsuperscript{112}

Although the Tunica-Biloxi provided the necessary information to become federally recognized, the burden has become far more onerous for tribes currently seeking federal recognition. While the Tunica-Biloxi petition was relatively small and the technical report spanned a mere seventy-eight pages,\textsuperscript{113} the United Houma Nation, Inc. submitted
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approximately 19,100 pages in non-private information, and the technical report and proposed finding issued in 1994 totaled 448 pages. Similarly, the earlier cases reviewed by the BIA resulted in less-extensive technical reports; the proposed finding documents issued in 1979 for the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa Indians totaled seventy-three pages, and the Jamestown Band of Clallam Indians' proposed finding documents issued in 1980 totaled eighty-four pages. Later decisions, such as the Burt Lake Band of Indians proposed finding issued in 2004 and the Huron Potawatomi proposed finding issued in 1995, exceed 400 pages. The BIA reported in 2002 that administrative records, at that time, ranged in excess of 30,000 pages to over 100,000 pages.

2. Proposed Bills to Reduce the Substantive Burden

In 2003, Senator Campbell introduced S. 297 ("Campbell Bill"), which proposed changes to several aspects of the substantive criteria. The Campbell Bill required a showing of continued tribal existence from 1900 to the present, rather than from first sustained contact with the Europeans as provided in 25 C.F.R. Part 83.7(b) and (c). Under the proposed bill, if an Indian group demonstrates by a reasonable likelihood that the group was, or is a successor in interest to a party to one or more treaties, that group must show their existence from when the government expressly denies services to the petitioner and its members.

Revising the date from which petitioners must prove the social and political requirements of 25 C.F.R. Sections 83.7(b) and 83.7(c) from historical times to the present to a later
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date could be beneficial for both the OFA and the petitioners. Congress should consider moving the date to either 1850 or to the date the state in which petitioner descends becomes a member of the Union. 1900 may work for some petitioners, but as evidenced by proposed findings, some periods in the 1900s are unavailable and the extra fifty years could assist petitioners so that the proper inferences as to continuing social and political community can be made.

Changing the date from first sustained contact, which in some cases can be difficult to determine, reduces the burden for both the DOI and the petitioner. Though the 2008 Guidance clarifies that historical times means 1789 or later, some tribes must still provide information under colonial periods requiring documents that petitioners may have little access and little control. Searching historical records of France, Spain, and England is extremely burdensome and in some cases unavailable. Such research may require the use of translators and uncertainty as to whether the documents are accessible. While colonial research during periods of rule by other countries can still be used to prove descent from a historic tribe, it is not necessary to prove social and political community. Therefore, it is more reasonable to evaluate a tribe's social and political status from the date at which the United States would have begun to have relations with the tribe rather than the date of a foreign nation's relations with a tribe.

The Guidance issued by AS-IA Carl Artman in 2008, setting March 4, 1789 as the earliest date petitioners must show continued tribal existence, eases the burden on petitioners. However, many tribes in North America maintained a different relationship (or perhaps no relationship) with any other sovereign in 1789. For many tribal communities, especially those in the western United States, the beginning of a government-to-government relationship with the United States formed when the state in which they resided achieved statehood. Petitioners who are required to provide documentation prior to statehood may have problems accessing documents, those documents may be limited or may not exist, and documents they are able to access may be in a foreign language as they were prepared by a foreign sovereign. For these reasons, petitioners should be permitted to satisfy the evidentiary burden under 25 C.F.R. § 83.7(b)-(c) if they can demonstrate continued tribal existence from the date of statehood or 1789, whichever is later.

In 2007, Representative Faleomavaega introduced H.R. 2837 ("Faleomavaega Bill") to improve the recognition process. The bill defines historical times as a period dating from 1900. The major concerns inspiring Representative Faleomavaega to propose the legislation readdressed the concerns addressed in the Campbell Bill: (1) petitioning tribes were stuck in the system without finality for more than twenty years; (2) tribes must spend excessive sums of money to produce the documentation required by the process; (3) the criteria are too vague and overly subjective; (4) documentation accepted as proof

for one tribe is not accepted for another; and (5) the system is inherently biased, leaning heavily towards denying recognition.\textsuperscript{124}

The DOI voiced concerns about the Faleomavaega Bill. AS-IA Carl Artman agreed with establishing the criteria for acknowledgment through legislation rather than regulation because it would affirm the Department's authority and give clear congressional direction as to what the criteria should be.\textsuperscript{125} However, he testified that the proposed bill would lower the standard for acknowledgment by requiring a showing of continued tribal existence from 1900 to present and therefore the legislation could result in more limited participation by parties such as states and localities.\textsuperscript{126} He did not, however, provide an explanation in his written testimony as to why the proposed changes should not be implemented other than that the changes deviate from the Department's current practices.

\textbf{B. ISSUE TWO: THE CURRENT PROCESS IS NOT TIMELY}

The current process does not adhere to the timeframes set forth in the Regulations, nor do petitioners with completed petitions have a clear indication of when their petitions will be considered. The process has been consistently criticized for the delay in reviewing a petition, evaluating a petition, and issuing a decision. Timeliness in processing petitions has been a long-standing problem for the OFA. The United States General Accountability Office ("GAO") evaluated OFA procedures, identifying the systemic timeliness problems plaguing the agency and acknowledging that a process designed to take two years is more likely to take four or more.\textsuperscript{127} Some petitioners have been engaged in the OFA process for decades.\textsuperscript{128} OFA publishes a document on its website offering a timeline for the acknowledgment process, indicating the optimistic scenario that the process could take as little as two years from filing a letter of intent for OFA to issue a final determination.\textsuperscript{129}

\textsuperscript{124} Id.
\textsuperscript{125} Hearing on HR 2837 Before the House Comm. on Natural Resources, 110th Cong. 5 (2007) (statement of Carl J. Artman, AS-IA).
\textsuperscript{126} Id.
\textsuperscript{127} See, e.g., GAO, INDIAN ISSUES: TIMELINESS OF THE TRIBAL RECOGNITION PROCESS (2001) (identifying the extensive timeliness issues faced by OFA in processing acknowledgment petitions); GAO, INDIAN ISSUES: TIMELINESS OF THE TRIBAL RECOGNITION PROCESS HAS IMPROVED, BUT IT WILL TAKE YEARS TO CLEAR THE EXISTING BACKLOG OF PETITIONS (2005) (acknowledging that "[w]hile [OFA] has taken a number of important steps to improve the responsiveness of the tribal recognition process, it still could take 4 or more years, at current staff levels, to work through the existing backlog of petitions currently under review").
The likelihood that any petitioner could file a letter of intent and receive a final determination within two years regarding their petition is so remote, absent an expedited denial, that the information is not helpful to petitioners. What would be more helpful and would shed more light on the internal procedures of the agency, would be a more realistic timeline that accounts for the backlog of pending petitions. Additionally, OFA should develop a clear plan with stated deadlines demonstrating how it will work through pending petitions to clear the backlog and publish this plan on its website, giving existing and future petitioners a more accurate estimate of the timing involved in getting a final determination.

In 2000, the AS-IA changed its internal procedures for processing petitions for federal acknowledgment as an Indian tribe, and clarified other procedures in order to reduce the delays in reviewing petitions. The revised procedures did not change the acknowledgment regulations but provided a different means of implementing the existing regulations.

The AS-IA found the demands on the OFA's time continued to reduce the proportion of available time to evaluate petitions. The OFA encountered numerous demands including (1) petitioners and third parties frequently requesting an independent review of final determinations by the Interior Board of Indian Appeals ("IBIA"), requiring the OFA to prepare the record and to respond to issues referred by the IBIA; (2) responding to litigation in at least five lawsuits concerning acknowledgment decisions; and (3) processing the growing number of Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") requests requiring the OFA to copy the voluminous records of current and completed cases.

During a hearing on the Campbell Bill in 2004, the BIA supported a more timely decision-making process, but objected to reducing the factual basis required to render a favorable decision. At the hearing, two former AS-IAs, Neal McCaleb and Kevin Gover, testified. They identified three problems in the current process: (1) the length of time and duplicative research required of petitioners to participate in the process have slowed the process considerably; (2) the exclusive reliance of the AS-IA on the OFA staff, due to the complexity and volume of research required of petitioners, has resulted in unnecessary friction and perceived irrationality in recognition decisions; and (3) the extent, frequency, and duplicative nature of FOIA requests to the BIA for documents submitted to or accumulated by the BIA pursuant to petitions resulted in a "churning" of
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document submissions and redistributions by way of FOIA requests; this churning resulted in a diversion of key, technical staff from their intended roles as analysts. Former AS-IAs McCaleb and Gover expressed frustration with the OFA's recommendations for acknowledgment decisions and, as a result, supported the creation of an independent body to offer a second opinion on controversial matters.

The Muwekma Ohlone ("Ohlone") case exemplifies the need for clarity in the timeframes. The Ohlone have occupied the San Francisco Bay Area since pre-Columbian times. Despite the fact that the DOI recognized the Ohlone in the early Twentieth Century, the tribe has been unable to achieve federal recognition. It took the DOI over a decade to conclude its review of the Ohlone petition.

The Ohlone filed a letter of intent to file a petition for federal acknowledgment in 1989. In 1995, the Ohlone submitted a petition for acknowledgment as a federally recognized tribe. The following year, the Bureau of Acknowledgment and Research ("BAR") notified the Ohlone that the DOI had previously recognized the tribe as the Pleasanton or Verona Band. The tribe then wrote to AS-IA Ada Deer requesting "clear and concise time tables and responses" for the petition process. In 1996, 1997 and 1998, the BAR continued to request additional information from the Ohlone, and the tribe complied with those requests. In 1998, the Ohlone was placed on the "ready for active consideration list" and was notified that it would be evaluated after the South Sierra Miwok Nation petition was processed. Another year passed, and the petition was not reviewed. In 1999, AS-IA Kevin Gover identified that there were ten tribes ahead of the Ohlone on the "ready" list and fifteen tribes under "active consideration." While the government claimed the petition would be heard within two to four years, the Ohlone estimated that it could have been twenty years before its petition was adjudicated.

Frustrated with the timeliness of the FAP, the Ohlone filed suit against the Secretary of the Department of Interior and the AS-IA to compel the Department to set a date by which consideration of the Ohlone petition must be concluded. The court granted summary judgment to the Ohlone and "directed the defendant to propose . . . a schedule for 'resolving' the plaintiff's petition." On appeal, the Court of Appeals for the D.C.
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Circuit found that the ruling did not, "intend to mandate that the agency act within a prescribed time frame at this point."148

Following the court order, the BIA submitted a "fast-track" policy for tribes similar to the Ohlone.149 Under the fast-track policy, tribes with prior federal recognition after 1900 are placed on an expedited path for consideration. The policy did not guarantee that the expedited process would end any sooner than the process for those who lacked previous acknowledgment.150

The court directed the DOI to issue a final determination on the Ohlone petition by March 2002.151 In September 2002, the Department issued a determination denying federal acknowledgment of the Muwekma Ohlone.152 Because of the court order in the Ohlone case, the OFA was required to reprioritize its caseload to address the Ohlone petition. Other litigation also results in similar reprioritization, which affects petitioners awaiting acknowledgment decisions.

The Ohlone case exemplifies the need for timeliness in the recognition process. It is unclear when a tribe will be placed on the active consideration list. Furthermore, the actual time period that a tribe will spend on the active list is undetermined. Should the federal recognition process be modified with clear timelines, the threat of costly lawsuits would likely be eliminated.

In November 2001, the GAO prepared a report analyzing the FAP, including the inability of the BIA to provide timely evaluations of completed petitions.153 The GAO found that "the process does not impose effective timelines that create a sense of urgency."154 The GAO noted that only 55 of the 250 petitions for recognition contained sufficient documentation to allow them to be considered and reviewed by the OFA staff.155 The GAO indicated that it may take up to fifteen years to resolve the completed petitions awaiting active consideration based on the OFA's past record of issuing final

149 Id. ("[T]he BIA would agree to place promptly on active consideration any petitioner on the Ready list which establishes . . . under 25 C.F.R. Part 83.8 that is had prior or Federal recognition after 1900 and that its current members are representative of and descend from that previously recognized tribal entity").
150 Id. (The Ohlone pointed to the cases pending in 2001, like the United Houma Nation who had been waiting nine years on active consideration, the Duwamish Indian Tribe who had been waiting eight years, and the Chinook Indian Tribe who had been waiting six years.)
151 Id. at 51.
154 Id. at 3.
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The regulations assume a final decision will be issued approximately two years from the point of active consideration, but the GAO found that at least two of the thirteen active petitions had been on the active consideration list for over ten years. Ten additional petitions were completed and awaiting placement on the active consideration list.

The GAO reported that the BIA experienced an increased workload and backlog from the large amounts of documentation submitted by the petitioners, but the number of staff to evaluate petitions had decreased. The GAO found that petitions under review are becoming more detailed and complex as petitioners and interested parties commit more resources to the process.

In 2005, Representative Pombo introduced a bill in the House of Representatives to require prompt review by the Secretary of the Interior of the long-standing petitions for federal recognition of certain Indian tribes. The bill proposed to reform the FAP by setting forth a process for eligible tribes to opt into expedited procedures so they could be considered for recognition sooner. To date, no progress has been made on identifying realistic timeframes for petitioners.

C. ISSUE THREE: LACK OF RESOURCES

A major obstacle to any resolution of the current backlog in the FAP is the lack of resources allocated to both the OFA and petitioning tribal groups. Funding is essential to carry out the provisions of the FAP. The lack of funding impacts all aspects of the process. Without funding for the petitioners, petitioners are unable to meet the increased burden required under the FAP. Without sufficient funding for the OFA or some other regulatory body, researchers are unable to focus on the substantive analysis of petitions, preventing review within the specified timeframes.

1. Funding for the OFA

For fiscal year 2008, the DOI operated on a $15.8 billion annual budget. For fiscal year 2009, the President requested $2.3 billion for Indian Affairs, a net decrease of
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$105.4 million from fiscal year 2008.\textsuperscript{164} About ninety-five percent of the budget authority is provided through current appropriations for discretionary programs.\textsuperscript{165} In addition, the President requested $311,000 for new tribes, i.e., recently federally acknowledged tribes. These funds are used by the new tribes for efforts such as tribal enrollment, tribal government activities, and the development of governing documents.\textsuperscript{166}

In 2001, the GAO reported that the "BIA's tribal recognition process was ill equipped to provide timely responses to tribal petitions for federal recognition."\textsuperscript{167} In addition to the backlog of petitions, the technical staff had an increased burden of administrative responsibilities which reduced their availability to evaluate petitions.\textsuperscript{168} The staff had an increased burden of responding to FOIA requests related to petitions.\textsuperscript{169} In response to the GAO Report, the DOI adopted a strategic plan.\textsuperscript{170} Even with the implementation of the strategic plan, in 2005, the GAO estimated that it will take "years to work through the existing backlog of tribal recognition petitions."\textsuperscript{171}

Additional appropriations have assisted in reducing the burden on technical staff in responding to administrative matters. Additional appropriations in fiscal years 2003 and 2004 provided OFA with resources to hire two FOIA specialists/record managers and three research assistants who work with a computer database system.\textsuperscript{172} The GAO found that the contractors freed the professional staff of administrative duties resulting in greater productivity.\textsuperscript{173}

As of April 18, 2008, the OFA staff consists of twenty-two individuals, but has the funding capacity to employ three additional researchers.\textsuperscript{174} There are currently three fully-staffed research teams; each team includes a cultural anthropologist, a genealogical researcher, and an historian. The three vacancies would comprise an additional research
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team if hired. In addition to these research teams, OFA employs eight independent contractors who primarily deal with data processing, one computer programmer, one Senior Federal Acknowledgment Specialist, two FOIA managers, and three researchers who enter data into the Federal Acknowledgment Information Resource ("FAIR") system.

Despite these changes, the process needs additional funding. The need for funding is acknowledged in GAO Reports, by former AS-IAs, and by at least two former BAR researchers. Former BAR researchers testified that the lack of resources is a fundamental problem in the process. In October 2007, Dr. Steven Austin, a former anthropologist in the BAR, testified before the House Committee on Natural Resources that the OFA lacks efficiency due to inadequate funding and resources.

The Executive [Branch] did not plan well or adjust to changing realities as the number of petitioners increased beyond its ability to respond to them, and the Legislative [Branch] failed to appropriate enough resources (money and personnel) to get the job done. I remember how difficult it was for our Branch Chief to give testimony in Congress about the acknowledgment process, primarily to respond to concerns about why the process was moving so slowly. Her superiors at the BIA always told her that she could not ask for, or even imply the need for, additional money for the acknowledgment program. The one investment that could have made a difference in the speed with which petitions were resolved was more money to hire an adequate number of researchers and support staff, and to provide more technical assistance to petitioners and interested parties. Even when asked directly by members of Congress if the BAR needed more funding she was not allowed to reply in the affirmative. I do not know if the OFA's Director is still under instructions not to be direct about the need for more resources, but it is something the Congress should be sensitive to as it determines what to do next.

Former AS-IA Kevin Gover also acknowledged that the Department was advised not to disclose its funding needs with regards to the OFA.

In 2004, former AS-IAs Neal McCaleb and Kevin Gover testified about the lack of resources dedicated to the OFA and the overall lack of resources for the BIA.
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McCaleb explained that the lack of resources for the BIA creates a tension because the tribal advisory committee making recommendations to the BIA on funding priorities does not want to sacrifice funding for programs operated by the BIA for federally-recognized tribes in exchange for additional funding for the OFA.\textsuperscript{182} Funding for the OFA is, therefore, a low priority for the BIA.\textsuperscript{183}

Hiring additional staff to analyze petitions could increase the overall efficiency of the process. Additional funding is needed to assemble more research teams. Creating more research teams would allow teams to develop expertise in a region resulting in greater efficiency and reducing the backlog of petitioners. Due to the number of petitioners and lack of available staff, the same research team was simultaneously assigned to petitioning tribes in Michigan, California, and Louisiana that were in various stages of the process.

By dividing researchers into regions, a researcher will develop an expertise in a certain region thereby improving the overall efficiency of the process. For each petition, a researcher will have to become familiar with each region or locality to understand and grasp the political, social, and cultural influences that may have impacted a tribe during a particular time period. For example, the terms "mulatto," "griffe," or "free person of color," may have different meanings in each region during different time periods. By focusing research, analysis, and review in certain regions, researchers may become more familiar with the types of research available and conduct a faster and more efficient review because of their expertise within the region.

The annual budget processes ultimately determine the amount of funding for all agencies including funding for the OFA. The current funding amounts are not acceptable given the backlog of petitions. There must be meaningful disclosure of the OFA's fiscal needs since it conducts the day-to-day operations of the FAP. Because the OFA is not a funding priority, and the BIA has not made a commitment to allocate sufficient funds from its budget to the OFA, creating an independent commission with sufficient appropriations to handle the petition requests may result in an efficient resolution of the problems associated with the FAP.

2. Funding for Petitioners

In order to increase efficiency, funding is required, not only for the OFA, but to support petitioners throughout the entire process. While several petitioning tribes have obtained funding from developers, not all petitioners have this option nor would some petitioners relinquish control over the submission process. Status clarification grants from the Administration for Native Americans under the Department of Health and Human Services are no longer available to petitioning entities, and there are no other sources of
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federal monies available for petitioning tribes. Non-competitive grant funding should be made available through the Administration for Native Americans.

In 2007, Dr. Michael Lawson, a former historian in the BAR, testified before the House Committee on Natural Resources that the vast majority of unrecognized tribes lack the physical and financial capability to fully prepare a petition to be submitted under the FAP.\textsuperscript{184} He noted that unrecognized tribes tend to be small with few resources.\textsuperscript{185}

No petitioner has ever been successful in gaining acknowledgment without significant professional help from scholarly researchers, lawyers, and others. Yet, it has become increasingly difficult for petitioners to obtain the funding necessary to sustain professional help.\textsuperscript{186}

The criteria, as implemented, require that a petitioning tribe obtain expert analysis by genealogists, historians, and anthropologists. In addition to lawyers, some tribes need archaeologists, demographers, linguists, or other experts to prepare a comprehensive petition. Petitioners lacking financial resources have few options. The lack of financial resources to fund the expert research necessary to assemble a comprehensive petition has not been adequately considered under the current FAP.

The current scheme places the burden of the entire research and preparatory process on tribal groups that lack access to financial and political resources. Prior to the issuance of the 2000 internal procedures guidance document, the BAR staff were allowed to conduct research on petitions and did, in fact, conduct substantial additional research on petitions.\textsuperscript{187} In 2000, the AS-IA revised the internal procedures for processing petitions by advising the OFA that it is neither expected nor required to locate new data in any substantial way.\textsuperscript{188} Further, the revised internal procedures prohibited the OFA from requesting additional information from the petitioner or third parties after a petitioner was placed on active consideration; moreover, the OFA was directed not to consider any material submitted by any party once the petitioner's case went on active status.\textsuperscript{189} Put another way, the AS-IA wanted to ensure that the OFA merely evaluated the arguments presented by the petitioner and third parties to make a determination as to whether the evidence submitted demonstrated that the petitioner met the criteria.\textsuperscript{190} The revised internal procedures also noted that petitioners had the burden to analyze the data submitted on their behalf and that the OFA did not bear the burden to analyze such data, even if the data supported the criteria. The changes attempted to ensure that the
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petitioner and third party submissions during the comment period, not additional OFA research, addressed any deficiencies in the petition.\textsuperscript{191}

In 2005, the BIA issued revised guidance on internal regulations superseding the 2000 internal procedures for processing petitions.\textsuperscript{192} Three revisions address potential funding burdens of the petitioner. First, the 2005 internal procedures removed the limitation on research by the OFA staff imposed by the 2000 internal procedures.\textsuperscript{193} The 2005 notice allowed flexibility for the OFA staff to undertake additional research beyond the arguments and evidence presented by the petitioner or third parties at the discretion of the Department.\textsuperscript{194} This change may have limited benefits to the process since additional research by the OFA is permitted "only when consistent with producing a decision within the regulatory time period."\textsuperscript{195}

Another key change found in the 2005 internal regulations is the opportunity for petitioners to submit materials within a sixty-day time period once a petition is placed on active status. This provision enables a petitioner whose comment period has been closed for several years to comply with the current criteria that mandates updated membership rolls and data from the time period in which the comment period was closed to when the petition was placed on active status. This process includes printing the necessary two copies for the OFA and mailing them to Washington D.C. within the two-month period. For petitioners who rely on volunteers and lack adequate resources, two months may not be sufficient time to update and copy a decade of information.

Notwithstanding the changes made in the 2005 Guidance, funding is necessary for any efficient process, whether it is administered by the OFA, an administrative law judge, an independent commission, or an advisory board. There is currently no funding source for petitioners to prepare petitions for the FAP. Providing a funding source would not only improve the quality of the petitions, but it would improve the efficiency of the arbiter to review, analyze, and comment on the petition. Petitioners who lack resources may fail to satisfy the evidentiary burden even if they could meet the criteria.

Instead of providing direct funding to tribes for research assistance, Congress can create and fund regional offices for petitioner assistance. These regional staff and experts could assist petitioners in preparing their petitions. In this way, both the OFA would have professional staff and the petitioner would have access to professional staff. Currently, most petitioners are poor and cannot afford to pay experts to assist in preparing the petition. By providing either grant opportunities or regional contract researchers, the playing field would be more balanced and facilitate a more efficient and fair review.

\textsuperscript{191} Id.  
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3. Addressing Resources through Legislation

Representative Faleomavaega recognized the severe financial burden on petitioners as a factor in introducing H.R. 2837, "The Indian Tribal Recognition Administrative Procedures Act", in the 110th Congress. Some tribes must spend "huge sums of money – as much as $8 million – to produce the mountains of documentation required by the process." In response to this burden, the Faleomavaega Bill proposed monetary assistance to tribal petitioners through grants funded by the Department of Health and Human Services. These grants would assist petitioners in (1) conducting the research necessary to substantiate documented petitions; and (2) preparing documentation necessary for the submission of a documented petition. This section did not include a specific amount of grant funding. The bill authorized appropriations to the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services to fund petitioners in researching and documenting petitions in the amount necessary for each fiscal year between 2008 and 2017.

In 2001, Senator Dodd introduced two bills to address the funding concerns highlighted in the 2001 GAO Report, Senate Bill 1392 and Senate Bill 1393. Both bills were referred to the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs. Senate Bill 1393 provided more resources for all participants in the FAP, including funds for local governments that have an interest in a petition. Under Senate Bill 1393, grants of up to $500,000 per fiscal year could be awarded to a tribe or local government.

Similar efforts to include grant funding for petitioners were included in bills sponsored by Senators Campbell and McCain. In the "Tribal Acknowledgment and Indian Bureau Enhancement Act of 2005" sponsored by Senator McCain ("McCain Bill"), $10 million was contemplated for fiscal year 2006 and each fiscal year thereafter. The Campbell Bill included a funding authorization to carry out the provisions of the bill for each of the fiscal years 2004 through 2013. The Congressional Budget Office ("CBO") estimated that implementing the Campbell Bill would cost $44 million over the

---
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2005 to 2009 budget periods, subject to the appropriation of the necessary amounts. The CBO estimated that ten new petitions would be filed each year, and assumed that grants of $200,000 would be awarded per petition for petitioners and third-parties. Under this assumption, the CBO estimated a total cost of $1 million in 2005 and $2 million annually thereafter for an estimated cost of $9 million over the 2005 to 2009 budget periods.

In addition to ensuring financial support for petitioners, interested parties, and the regulatory body, the Campbell Bill proposed to create and fund the Federal Acknowledgment Research Pilot Project. The project's intent was to make additional research resources available for researching, reviewing, and analyzing petitions for acknowledgment received by the AS-IA. This project would have authorized the appropriation of $3 million each year for fiscal years 2004 through 2006 to provide grants to institutions that participate in a pilot project designed to help the DOI review tribal recognition petitions. The CBO estimated that it would cost $6 million between 2005 and 2006 to implement this provision.

**D. ISSUE FOUR: LACK OF TRANSPARENCY**

The FAP lacks transparency, leaving petitioners unaware as to the manner in which the criteria will be applied to their petitions. The 2001 GAO Report found that the "basis for BIA's recognition decisions is not always clear. The GAO explained that

[W]hile there are set criteria that petitioners must meet to be granted recognition, there is no clear guidance that explains how to interpret key aspects of the criteria. For example, it is not always clear what level of evidence is sufficient to demonstrate a tribe's continued existence over a period of time—one of the key aspects of the criteria. As a result, there is less certainty about the basis of recognition decisions.

The GAO found that the guidelines provided petitioners a basic understanding of the FAP, not constructive notice of the manner in which evidence would be applied to the criteria.

---
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Petitioners lack guidance regarding the manner in which the OFA interprets the regulations. Dr. Steven Austin explained that the OFA does not consistently apply the scholarly standards of the disciplines in evaluating petitions. For example, the method to calculate endogamy rates in analyzing petitions by the OFA were not based on the social scientists who had written extensively in this area; instead, the OFA informed Dr. Austin in a technical assistance meeting that it relied upon an entirely different method that was not supported by the profession.\(^{216}\) If the OFA does not rely on standards in the profession, it should inform petitioners of this diversion and have a basis for the selection of the alternative method.

The AS-IA has disagreed with the acknowledgment recommendations made by the OFA staff. These disagreements and the claims that the recommendations are based upon past precedent are not understandable to petitioners.\(^{217}\) Further, review of the proposed findings and final determinations indicate that the standard of proof for issuing a decision is heavily dependent upon who is presiding as the AS-IA.\(^{218}\) The Little Shell negative final determination by the AS-IA, despite its earlier positive proposed finding, illustrates this point.

In February 2000, the BIA published notice of internal changes of processing FAP petitions. In the 2000 guidance on internal changes, the AS-IA indicated that the OFA would rely on past decisions as "precedents" because the "existence of a substantial body of established precedents now makes possible this more streamlined review process."\(^{219}\) In July 2000, five months after the internal procedures were issued, this notion was rejected in the Proposed Finding for Federal Acknowledgment of the Little Shell Tribe of Chippewa Indians of Montana when the BIA stated that it is not bound by its previous decisions because, "departures from previous practice on these matters are permissible and within the scope of the existing acknowledgment regulations."\(^{220}\) While the regulations provide for discretion, such conflicting statements as to how evidence will be interpreted confuse petitioners.

In response to the 2001 GAO Report, the BIA compiled a database of completed petitions. This database is now accessible and was last updated in August 2004.

\(^{216}\) Hearing on HR 2837 Before the House Comm. on Natural Resources, 110th Cong. 6-8 (2007) (statement of Steven L. Austin, Ph.D.).

\(^{217}\) GAO, INDIAN ISSUES: IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN TRIBAL RECOGNITION PROCESS 11 (2001).


Indianz.com has posted a link to the database on its website.\textsuperscript{221} Although the database is accessible, some petitioners lack access to the documents being considered by the OFA in making its determinations. Any party can submit comments or documents for the OFA to review, and the OFA can conduct its own independent research. The petitioner, however, must submit a FOIA request to obtain copies of the documents submitted. In the event the OFA is considering "splinter" group petitions, those groups must also submit FOIA requests to obtain copies of the information that the OFA is evaluating. This process of submitting FOIA requests is extremely time and resource consumptive.

Presently, a petitioner's access to the administrative record for their petition is difficult to obtain due to technology, bureaucracy, and expense. The BIA has implemented the FAIR system, "a computer database system that provides on-screen access to all [of] the documents in the administrative record in a case."\textsuperscript{222} The OFA began using the FAIR electronic database to store and manage the administrative documents for petitions. FAIR is accessible to some petitioners, but not all, and no petitioner can access it without submitting a FOIA request to compel the OFA to make the database available. Therefore, not all petitioners or third parties have obtained access to these databases.\textsuperscript{223} Even tribes with active petitions have been denied access to the FAIR database in their cases.\textsuperscript{224} As of 2008, the FAIR database did not allow for redaction of information protected under the FOIA and privacy acts.\textsuperscript{225} As of 2009, the OFA has software to make redaction possible. It is unclear, however, whether individuals who had submitted FOIA requests must resubmit FOIA requests to obtain copies of redacted files from the FAIR database.

As stated above, the documents in the administrative record for a petitioner's case are not made available to that petitioner without a FOIA request.\textsuperscript{226} Following a FOIA request, some petitioners lack access to the documents being considered by the OFA in making its determinations. Any party can submit comments or documents for the OFA to review, and the OFA can conduct its own independent research. The petitioner, however, must submit a FOIA request to obtain copies of the documents submitted. In the event the OFA is considering "splinter" group petitions, those groups must also submit FOIA requests to obtain copies of the information that the OFA is evaluating. This process of submitting FOIA requests is extremely time and resource consumptive.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{221} BIA Federal Acknowledgment Decision Compilation v. 2.0 (2004), available at http://www.indianz.com/adc20/adc20.html.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{222} Hearing on H.R. 4213 Before the House Committee on Gov't Reform, 108th Cong. 3 (2004) (statement of Theresa Rosier, Counselor to AS-IA).}
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\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{224} Letter from Lee Fleming, Director OFA, to Patty Ferguson, attorney at Sacks Tierney (Nov. 7, 2005) (on file with Sacks Tierney).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{225} Oversight Hearing on the Federal Acknowledgment Process Before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, 110th Cong. 4 (2007) (statement of R. Lee Fleming, Director of OFA).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{226} Although OFA addresses sensitive issues requiring privacy for the parties involved, the difficulty and apparent unwillingness to offer more visibility into the administrative record sets OFA apart from other agencies that make an administrative record available to interested parties. See, e.g., Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Review of [the Department of Energy's] Environmental Impact Statement for Yucca Mountain, http://www.nrc.gov/waste/hlw-disposal/reg-initiatives/review-envir-impact.html (last visited Nov. 2, 2009) (offering details regarding the application to construct a nuclear waste storage facility, including draft environmental impact statements, public comments}
the documents are made available and will be copied for the petitioner at a rate of $0.10 per page. Given the volume of documentation compiled for each petition, the expense for copies of the record can quickly run a petitioner thousands of dollars. Further, petitioners and interested parties without access to the FAIR database must pay to travel to Washington, D.C. to review petition documents and to identify documents they may want to request copies of under FOIA.

To create more transparency, the OFA should not require petitioners to submit FOIA requests for documents submitted by third parties, and the OFA should provide a copy of the FAIR database on CD-ROM to petitioners. Similarly, the FAIR database should be made available to petitioners for their case without having to submit a FOIA request. As an alternative to paper copies, a digital copy of the administrative record, published on a CD-ROM or provided through a secure website, should be available to petitioners at little to no cost. Lastly, the OFA website should provide an up-to-date compilation of prior precedents that guide new determinations, status summaries for all pending petitions published on an annual (if not more frequent) basis.

Senator Campbell also sought to address issues related to the transparency of the FAP when he introduced S. 297. The Campbell Bill provided (1) a statutory basis for the acknowledgment criteria that have been used by the DOI since 1978; (2) additional and independent resources to the AS-IA for research, analysis, and peer review of petitions; (3) additional resources to the process by inviting academic and research institutions to participate in reviewing petitions; and (4) much-needed reformation of the process by requiring more effective notice and information to interested parties.227

E. ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES FOR THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROCESS

The process for unrecognized Indian tribes to gain federal recognition is problematic as perceived by interested parties, petitioners, and third parties. Current issues with the process include the length of the process, the possibility of duplicative research, and the "exclusive reliance on the Assistant Secretary."228 The FAP needs "greater transparency, consistency and integrity," in addition to "funding and technical expertise."229 Three forms of independent bodies to assist in the FAP have been proposed: an administrative law judge ("ALJ") system, an independent commission and an advisory board.

1. Administrative Law Judge System

relating to the project, and status updates regarding the agency's timeline for a determination).
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Currently, OFA incorporates ALJs within its procedures for reconsideration of a final determination. The regulations provide that "the [Interior Board of Indian Appeals ('Board')] may require, at its discretion, a hearing conducted by an administrative law judge of the Office of Hearings and Appeals if the Board determines that further inquiry is necessary to resolve a genuine issue of material fact or to otherwise augment the record before it concerning the grounds for reconsideration."\(^{230}\) The utilization of an ALJ occurs only during the process of reconsideration and only at the discretion of the Board. Therefore, an ALJ review is not a guarantee.

OFA's website lists twenty-six IBIA decisions.\(^{231}\) Of those twenty-six, the IBIA has vacated only two final determinations. Both requests resulted in reversals of positive final determinations to negative reconsidered final determinations.\(^{232}\) Another tribe received a reversal of a positive finding after the IBIA affirmed the final determination but referred issues to the Department. The Chinook Indian Tribe received a negative proposed finding in 1997 and a positive final determination in 2001. The Quinault Tribe filed a request for reconsideration to the IBIA.\(^{233}\) Through reconsideration by the Department, the Chinook Tribe was ultimately denied federal acknowledgment.\(^{234}\)

No tribes have reversed a negative final determination to a positive reconsidered determination through the IBIA process. During the reconsideration process, the legal burden of proof is higher than during the initial acknowledgement process in two ways. The burden during the ALJ reconsideration process is "preponderance of the evidence," meaning when all facts of evidence are gathered and duly weighed, it is either more likely than not, or it is likely not, that X is true. The exact language from the Regulations provides:

(9) The Board shall affirm the Assistant Secretary's determination if the Board finds that the petitioner or interested party has failed to establish, by

\(^{232}\) Reconsidered Final Determination To Decline To Acknowledge the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation, 70 Fed. Reg. 60,101 (Oct. 14, 2005); In re Federal Acknowledgment of the Schaghticoke Tribal Nation, 41 IBIA 30 (May 12, 2005); Reconsidered Final Determination To Decline To Acknowledge the Eastern Pequot Indians of Connecticut and the Paucatuck Eastern Pequot Indians of Connecticut, 70 Fed. Reg. 60,099 (Oct. 14, 2005); In re Federal Acknowledgment of the Historical Eastern Pequot Tribe, 41 IBIA 1 (May 12, 2005).

\(^{233}\) In re Federal Acknowledgment of the Chinook Indian Tribe/Chinook Nation, 36 IBIA 245, 250-252 (8/1/2001).
\(^{234}\) Reconsidered Final Determination to Decline to Acknowledge the Chinook Indian Tribe/Chinook Nation, 67 Fed. Reg. 46,204 (July 12, 2002).
a preponderance of the evidence, at least one of the grounds under paragraphs (d)(1)-(d)(4) of this section.

(10) The Board shall vacate the Assistant Secretary's determination and remand it to the Assistant Secretary for further work and reconsideration if the Board finds that the petitioner or an interested party has established, by a preponderance of the evidence, one or more of the grounds under paragraphs (d)(1)-(d)(4) of this section.235

Also daunting, and adding to the difficulty of achieving reconsideration, a tribe must prove that new elements, or administrative shortcomings during the recognition process, change the fact pattern in such a way that, if taken as a whole, it is more likely than not that reconsideration is appropriate (paragraphs (d)(1)-(d)(4) from regulations cited above).236 If the ALJ determines this burden is met, reconsideration is granted and the final determination is vacated. So essentially, a tribe cannot appeal the OFA's final determination on the merits, but must create some new circumstance which the IBIA feels compelled to address. Paragraphs (d)1(1)-(d)(2) read as follows:

(d) The Board shall have the authority to review all requests for reconsideration that are timely and that allege any of the following:

1. That there is new evidence that could affect the determination; or
2. That a substantial portion of the evidence relied upon in the Assistant Secretary's determination was unreliable or was of little probative value; or
3. That the petitioner's or the Bureau's research appears inadequate or incomplete in some material respect; or
4. That there are reasonable alternative interpretations, not previously considered, of the evidence used for the final determination, that would substantially affect the determination that the petitioner meets or does not meet one or more [of the 7 criteria].237

The IBIA's review is limited to these four issues. The IBIA is not allowed to vacate a decision if OFA failed to properly apply the burden of proof to the facts in the petition. The IBIA has held that a tribe's claim that the Department required proof that exceeded what is required in the regulations is not a ground for reconsideration under the IBIA's jurisdiction.238

After submitting the initial petition for federal acknowledgement, most unrecognized tribes have scarce resources, and may have difficulty meeting all the requirements for
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reconsideration. The ALJ process used to address reconsideration petitions is ideal, but unfortunately comes too late in the process. Asking a tribe petitioning for reconsideration to not only prepare a legal argument citing additional circumstances which substantially change the fact pattern, but also meet a higher burden of proof, seems to be an unfair, and, some might say, illusionary remedy. Instead, the ALJ process should be implemented at an earlier stage of the process.

a. An Administrative Law Judge Addresses Concerns about Potential Conflicts of Interest under the Current Model

The current system of federal recognition creates an appearance that allowing the BIA to decide questions of federal recognition presents a conflict of interest. While it may not be true, it seems plausible that there may be an incentive to deny applications for recognition since the BIA is also responsible for carrying out trust obligations for all recognized tribes. Nevertheless, agencies routinely handle such petitions. The Department of Health and Human Services ("DHHS") processes applications for Social Security. But in comparison, while DHHS processes tens of thousands of applications per year, the OFA, admittedly, estimates that it should take twenty-five months for a petitioner to complete the process.\(^{239}\) In practice, however, this estimate is unrealistic and has not been achieved.

Because of the problems with the current process, unrecognized tribes need an alternative venue. Under an ALJ system, judges are intentionally separated from possible agency influence in order to ensure independent decisions. An ALJ system, governed by the Administrative Procedures Act ("APA"), seems more objective on its face. The Supreme Court has described the administrative adjudicative process as follows:

> \[T\]he Administrative Procedure Act contains a number of provisions designed to guarantee the independence of hearing examiners. They may not perform duties inconsistent with their duties as hearing examiners. When conducting a hearing . . . , a hearing examiner is not responsible to, or subject to the supervision or direction of, employees or agents engaged in the performance of investigative or prosecution functions for the agency. Nor may a hearing examiner consult any person or party, including other agency officials, concerning a fact at issue in the hearing, unless on notice and opportunity for all parties to participate. Hearing examiners must be assigned to cases in rotation . . . . They may be removed only for good cause established and determined by the Civil Service Commission after a hearing on the record. Their pay is also controlled by the Civil Service Commission.

\(^{239}\) Testimony Before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Oversight Hearing on Fixing the Federal Acknowledgment Process, (Nov. 4, 2009) (statement of George Skibine, Acting AS-IA).
In light of these safeguards, the risk of an unconstitutional act by one presiding at an agency hearing is clearly outweighed by the importance of preserving the independent judgment of these men and women. We therefore hold that persons subject to these restraints and performing adjudicatory functions within a federal agency are entitled to absolute immunity from damages liability for their judicial acts. Those who complain of error in such proceedings must seek agency or judicial review.²⁴⁰

This political insulation is necessary to afford tribes applying for recognition a fair and impartial process. Furthermore, if tribes are afforded their initial review by an ALJ venue, petitioning tribes can spend a portion of their initial resources seeking a competent administrative lawyer to advocate on their behalf in an ALJ process. An ALJ process "permit[s] an oral hearing with direct and cross-examination, testimony under oath, the development of a complete and exclusive record on which the decision is based, and the presence of a neutral presiding officer."²⁴¹

The protection afforded ALJs in order for them to function independently is exactly what the federal government needs when making determinations about federal recognition of Indian tribes. An ALJ process, governed by the APA, significantly curtails any concerns over potential conflicts of interest. Overall, an ALJ process seems fairer on its face, and, being governed by the APA, should prove more efficient in practice than the current OFA process. Also, the ALJ process is already in place in the federal acknowledgement process, but just at a later stage in the process; the reconsideration phase.

Further, a judge may be better able to apply the appropriate legal standards when applying the facts to the criteria.

b. An Administrative Law Judge System Fails to Address the Need for Technical Analysis of Historical Documents

The current process requires that seven criteria be met before recognition. Under the FAP, the analysis is conducted by a "technical staff within the BIA, consisting of historians, anthropologists, and genealogists."²⁴² The technical staff is necessary because the findings often rely upon careful examination of historical documents. Currently, OFA reviews all of the documents submitted by petitioners. A standard ALJ system may not be able to conduct as careful an analysis as the current model for federal recognition.

While an ALJ system can incorporate a framework more cognizant of appropriate legal standards, insulated from potential outside influence, it lacks the technical expertise to

²⁴¹ William F. Fox, Jr., UNDERSTANDING ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 11 (Matthew Bender & Co., Inc. 1982).
²⁴² GAO, INDIAN ISSUES: BASIS FOR BIA'S TRIBAL RECOGNITION DECISIONS IS NOT ALWAYS CLEAR 4-5 (2002).
appropriately analyze the historical documents many petitioners rely upon during the recognition process. Examples of such documents include historic marriage certificates, roll sheets, historic federal documents recognizing a petitioner's existence as a tribe, among others. If an ALJ system were to be used for determining federal recognition of petitioning Indian tribes, the current usage of historians, anthropologists, and genealogists should not be abandoned, but should be integrated within the ALJ proceedings.

While in a normal court setting, this would not be a problem because the parties can present experts and the Judge can weigh the evidence, petitioners who lack the resources to hire such experts may suffer a disadvantage under this process unless funding is appropriated to provide assistance to petitioners. Without this assistance, petitioners may fail to introduce and get the required evidence into the record so that the Judge can make a determination based on the available facts.

2. Independent Commission

Independent commissions have been proposed to potentially cure the ineffective agency process to recognize tribes. The creation of an independent commission may relieve reliance upon the AS-IA, who is overburdened with many responsibilities. Petitioners may experience shorter waiting periods throughout the several stages in a recognition process administered by a fully-funded commission. Similar to the expertise currently found within the OFA, individuals on an independent commission could produce well-reasoned and carefully-decided decisions, especially if the individuals possess knowledge in the areas of history, federal Indian law and policy, anthropology, and genealogy. Former AS-IA Kevin Gover believes that an independent commission could reduce the volume of research the current OFA process requires. AS-IA Gover "believe[s] [the regulations] call for an evaluation of the petition, the application of a standard of proof that is included in the regulations, and then move on."

An independent commission could be created to replace the OFA. In doing so, all the duties to review and recognize tribes seeking federal recognition would be transferred from the OFA and the BIA to the independent commission. An example of this alternative can be found in the recent legislation introduced by Representative Faleomavaega during the 111th Congress ("2009 Faleomavaega Bill"). The 2009 Faleomavaega Bill recommends the complete transfer of all federal acknowledgement capabilities from the OFA to a seven person, appointed independent commission.
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According to the 2009 Faleomavaega Bill, when making appointments, the President would consider recommendations from Indian groups and tribes, and also "individuals who have a background or who have demonstrated expertise and experience in Indian law or policy, anthropology, genealogy, or Native American history."  

a. Advantages of an Independent Commission

An independent commission would improve the federal recognition process in various ways. First, it would decrease the length of time to make a determination concerning acknowledgment. Establishing incentives for the AS-IA and the independent commission to produce results within a given time period may "create a sense of urgency" in determining the status of petitions. Furthermore, adopting sunset provisions for each stage in the process can guide the regulatory body and the petitioners. For instance, the 2009 Faleomavaega Bill categorizes petitions into several groups: expedited negatives, expedited positives, and non-expedited petitions. The division of petitions would increase the speed with which the commission arrives at determinations. An independent commission could also establish time limits within which the commission must conduct preliminary hearings. In the case of the 2009 Faleomavaega Bill, a preliminary hearing must be held within six months of the submission of a complete petition. If the commission cannot make a determination for acknowledgement at the preliminary hearing, it must set a date for an adjudicatory hearing. Within sixty days of the adjudicatory hearing, the commission must arrive at a determination for or against acknowledgement. Should the commission fail to comply with these requirements, legislation could permit petitioners to bring actions in federal court for enforcement.

Second, an independent commission would likely address ongoing problems with the transparency of the decision-making process. This is mainly due to the fact that an independent commission would remove all recognition capabilities from the BIA, an agency that currently funds programs for federally recognized tribes and from which the OFA's budget derives. An independent commission, with funding sources separate and apart from the BIA, would remedy the conflict of interests existing between funding for federally recognized tribes and tribes pursuing recognition. The independent commission could assure transparency in its decision-making process by making all records the commission relied upon in the preliminary hearing available to the petitioner. Petitioners could more readily request relevant documents since the independent commission would not be subject to the Freedom of Information Act.
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Currently, there is no process for petitioners and their experts to question the methods or analysis of the OFA's researchers. A process that provides for an independent commission could include hearings on the record in the vicinity of the petitioner and the cross-examination of experts. Petitioners could have the opportunity to cross-examine acknowledgement and research staff during hearings about the commission's methodology and basis for decision.

Furthermore, the independent commission would have the power to create new regulations guiding the federal acknowledgement process should it so determine. Sunset provisions within legislation could set limits on the length of time for which the commission would operate. Establishing a finite time within which an independent commission could review petitions for acknowledgment could increase the efficiency of the process. In the case of the 2009 Faleomavaega Bill, the commission will terminate twelve years after the date of the commission's first meeting.255

In a hearing on the Campbell Bill in 2004, Former AS-IA Kevin Gover testified that he believed an independent commission is the best approach to resolving the federal recognition backlog if it is fully funded and able to begin work promptly.256 AS-IA Gover also suggested that individuals selected to serve on the commission should have backgrounds in different areas of expertise.257

a. Disadvantages to an Independent Commission

Congress should also decide whether an independent commission should be politically appointed as proposed in both the 2007 and 2009 Faleomavaega Bills.258 If individuals are politically appointed, this may encourage "fresh eyes" to review claims. On the other hand, this may affect the use of precedent because new independent commissions may interpret the standards differently. Whether the positions are politically appointed or approved by the AS-IA, the qualifications of the individuals to fulfill their duties on the independent commission should be seriously considered in order to encourage the positive perception of the independent commission, the AS-IA, and the BIA.

The concept of an independent commission will not meaningfully address the problems with the current process unless the issue of funding is directly addressed. Under the 2009 Faleomavaega Bill, the only provisions that relate to providing financial assistance to petitioning tribes are competitive grants offered through the Secretary of Health and

255 Id. at § 4(g).
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Moreover, it is also unclear the amount of funding the commission would receive to support a full staff of researchers. Without addressing the critical need for funding for petitioning tribes and for the operation of the independent commission itself, many of the major deficiencies within the current process will remain unresolved.

3. Advisory Board Model

Senator Campbell proposed to create an "Independent Review and Advisory Board" to assist the AS-IA with decisions regarding evidentiary questions. This board would serve in an advisory capacity to the AS-IA by conducting peer reviews of federal acknowledgment decisions. The board would "enhance the credibility of the acknowledgment process as perceived by Congress, petitioners, interested parties and the public." The AS-IA would appoint nine individuals to the board. Three members would have a doctoral degree in anthropology; three a doctoral degree in genealogy; two a juris doctorate degree; and one would qualify as a historian. Preference would be given to individuals with a background in Native American policy or Native American history.

In response to the idea of an advisory board, the BIA suggested that the roles and duties of an independent body should be clearly defined, which is fundamental to an effective recognition process. Clearly defining the roles and duties of an independent commission or advisory board would prevent duplicative research already involved in the process. Formulating concrete timelines would also be critical to the efficiency of an independent body. Finally, the BIA suggested that a process should be established in the event there are disagreements between the OFA recommendations and the advisory board.

An advisory commission could also ensure that the OFA staff has not required petitioners to exceed the burden of proof expressed in the FAP. However, if the advisory commission is placed within the existing BIA structure, this commission would also be subject to the budgetary priorities of the BIA, meaning that it is likely to be under funded and unable to provide the necessary guidance to the AS-IA.
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Another consideration in creating an alternative body is to decide whether to include in-house counsel to work with the commission. The Campbell Bill required two of the nine individuals on the independent commission to possess a juris doctorate. In-house counsel may work well in an advisory capacity to the independent commission because of a lawyer's ability to analyze and apply regulations and a lawyer's knowledge of legal standards. In-house counsel may also be an excellent resource for advising petitioners about the evidence needed when preparing a petition.

An advisory board could work with the OFA to create a more efficient process. Conceivably, the OFA could work on administrative requirements, such as FOIA requests, requests by petitioners for reconsideration of recognition, and lawsuits filed by discontented parties. An independent body's tasks could include: (1) reviewing the substance of a petitioner's claim, (2) providing all interested parties with information earlier in the process so that petitioners, third parties, or any interested party can be more informed and able to fully comply with the regulation's requirements for a petition or to comment on a petition, and (3) fulfilling all tasks in the regulatory process in a timely, efficient manner.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Despite the recommendations of the AIPRC, a congressional commission, and the introduction of numerous bills addressing the recognition process, no legislation has been enacted to address the problems with the recognition process and the impacts the process has on petitioning tribes. It is clear from past hearing testimony and GAO reports that the current process for recognizing tribes needs reform. The disagreement is the extent and structure of the reform. Any modification of the criteria or standard of proof under the FAP concerns the Department because the Department has a trust responsibility to the existing federally acknowledged tribes. The responsibility entails providing current government resources and services to the acknowledged tribes. If the standard for acknowledgment lessens and more tribes are recognized, funding allocations must be shared among more tribes. These funding decisions reveal an inherent conflict of interest in having the Department decide the fate of a petitioning tribe.

It is apparent from the existing budget and past funding allocations that the OFA is not a funding priority within the BIA. If the BIA, with the help of Congress, prioritized an adequate budget and resources necessary to address the backlog, an adequate solution could be developed to address the problems with the FAP. The creation of a commission with independent judgment and decision-making authority would be optimal; however, Congress would need to ensure funding for a commission and its activities. If funding for a commission is not guaranteed, the outcome may be worse than the existing process. Central to the success of eliminating the backlog is the administration prioritizing the
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In addition to the procedural recommendations, one substantive recommendation should be considered—changing the starting point for considering social and political community under 25 C.F.R. Part 83 (b) and (c). The change in the Guidance from historical times to the present to 1789 or later was a great start. The Clinic recommends further clarification of this starting point by changing the current starting point from 1789 to 1850 or the date in which the state it historically occupied was admitted to the Union.

Furthermore, the Clinic recommends as an alternative to replacing the OFA, Congress should pass legislation outlining the OFA's duties, and the criteria, burdens, and definitions for the FAP. Through this legislation, Congress can provide direction to the OFA regarding the evidentiary burdens and the standards for reviewing the determinations. Agencies have discretion in decision-making, but perhaps Congress should outline the issues and factors that can be taken into consideration for acknowledgment decisions. A reformed process could highlight regional issues that could be considered in evaluating criteria.

Assuming adequate funding is allocated to any revised process, the revised process can provide numerous benefits to Congress, petitioning tribes, the DOI, and the regions in which tribes are located. First, the research used to prepare and analyze a federal acknowledgment petition serves as a historical resource for a tribe's state and region of the country. Second, providing recognition in a timely manner brings much needed federal dollars, specifically in the areas of health and education, to impoverished regions of the country. Third, timely review of petitions increases the self-sufficiency of tribal people who bear the effects of past discriminatory policies. Fourth, revised procedures provide more guidance and resources to the OFA, the AS-IA, a peer review committee, an independent commission, or an ALJ. Finally, with a timely, transparent, and well-funded process, Congress would receive fewer requests for congressional recognition from petitioners and potential petitioners who are essentially stuck in the current process.

A summary of the recommendations follow.

A. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

- Appropriate funding for additional staff to assist with administrative needs. As evidenced in the fiscal years 2003 and 2004, the appropriation for additional staff to help with administrative needs allows the OFA researchers to be more efficient, but it is not sufficient.

- Appropriate sufficient funding to create region-specific research teams. Creating teams that are familiar with certain areas and allowing them to focus their time on those areas may increase the timeliness of the petitions.
• Appropriate non-competitive funding for petitioning groups through the Department of Health and Human Services or some other forum. Providing funding to petitioners will ease the adjudicatory body's burden in reviewing the documentation because the petition will likely be more organized, fully analyzed, and more responsive to the criteria. Without assistance to the petitioners in preparing petitions, many petitioning groups will likely not have sufficient resources to complete the process.

• Create an ALJ system or independent commission or advisory board to either take over the FAP functions or assist in the FAP analysis. If a commission is created, the proposed legislation should specify an initial budget for the commission. In order to determine the amount needed, it is recommended that the Committee request the Government Accountability Office to determine an estimate of startup costs.

• Clarify the burden of proof required of petitioners and direct the body analyzing the petitions to apply the appropriate burden of proof. Allow appeals from decisions misapplying the standard or misapplying the facts to the criteria.

• Provide hearings on the record, allowing cross-examination of witnesses and experts.

• Create realistic timeframes for processing petitions.

• Revise the social and political requirements of 25 C.F.R. Part 83(b) and (c) from historical times to the present to 1850 or the year in which the petitioner's state was admitted to the Union.

• Automatically provide petitioners copies of documents submitted in their cases without requiring a FOIA request.

• Provide petitioners copies of the FAIR database without requiring a FOIA request.

**B. ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING ALJ / INDEPENDENT COMMISSION/ADVISORY BOARD**

Congress could decide to retain the OFA while creating an ALJ system, commission, or advisory board to aid the OFA in the current backlog. As an alternative, the OFA could serve in the area of technical assistance to a commission to ensure that petitioners are informed early in the process and to make sure that petitions are reviewable. Creating a commission or ALJ process that replicates the current practice, without adequate funding, however is not useful. The upside of creating a fully-funded independent commission, separate from the BIA, is that the commission will be ensured funding and not have to rely on the budget priorities of federally-recognized tribes.
• The creation of an ALJ system, independent commission or peer review committee could provide a positive impact on the federal acknowledgement process; the commission could either be independent or serve as a peer review committee lessening the burden on the OFA and increasing the efficiency of the acknowledgment process. Congress should determine where the commission or advisory board should be located.

• Whether an independent commission is a "peer review" committee to the AS-IA, or an entirely new entity replacing the Assistant Secretary's role in the FAP, the duties of an independent commission should be clearly defined within a bill.

• An independent commission consisting of individuals with diverse backgrounds may produce decisions that are well-rounded and thoroughly reviewed.

• A politically-appointed independent commission may create positive changes in the process because new individuals will review petitions; however, reliable precedents should be taken into consideration.

• Sunset provisions for each step in the process should be established to ensure that decisions produced by the independent commission are timely and efficient.

• To ensure that decisions are timely and effective, incentives or goals of the independent commission, OFA, or AS-IA should be established.

• Open lines of communication between the independent commission and petitioners should be created, either through a more transparent review process during the consideration of petitions or through review or adjudicatory hearings.

• Commission members should receive financial support, either travel reimbursement or funding for a fully functional commission.

• If the independent commission/task force is not created, the AS-IA, and Senate staff, with the aid of the GAO, should analyze an appropriation amount to fund additional resources for the OFA. The detailed budget analysis should make a suggestion for the amount of additional staff needed within the OFA and justification for the positions.

• Identify a timeframe by which Congress would like the recognition process to end, and then implement sunset provisions throughout the stages of the process.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Reform must address the four major issues impeding the current effectiveness of the OFA process by (1) decreasing the burden on petitioners; (2) improving the timeliness of the process; (3) increasing resources available to the adjudicative body and the petitioners; and (4) increasing the transparency of the process.
The current regulations do not anticipate an end date by when petitioners can declare their intent to petition, and there is no timeframe by which petitions must be completed by the petitioners or evaluated by the OFA. Reform must include realistic timeframes.

By adopting a regional approach to evaluating petitions, experts with familiarity in the region will enhance the ability to understand facts, work more expeditiously, and apply standards more even-handedly, thereby creating a more efficient process. This regional approach can be applied both to the adjudicative process and petitioner funding. Standards should take into consideration "available evidence" and how historical facts may impact the availability of this evidence.

At the bare minimum, standards must be clarified and the burden must be reduced. Under a "reasonable likelihood" standard, circumstantial evidence should be allowed to make assumptions if there are limitations to the record. Transparency of the decision-making process and the exchange of documents will increase fairness and provide a better opportunity for the petitioner to prepare its case.